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ABSTRACT. An investigation into the algebraic properties of free objects

in the category of vector lattices is carried out.   It is shown that each ideal of

a free vector lattice is a cardinal  (direct)  sum of indecomposable ideals, and

that there are no nonzero proper characteristic ideals.

Questions concerning injective and surjective endomorphisms are answered.

Moreover, for finitely generated free vector lattices it is shown that the maximal

ideals are precisely those which are both prime and principal.

These results are preceded by an efficient review of the known properties

of free vector lattices.  The applicability of the theory to abelian lattice-ordered

groups is discussed in a brief appendix.

1.  Introduction.  There are by now a number of articles in the literature on

free vector lattices or closely related subjects. Most of these contain a proof of

the fundamental theorem that each free vector lattice is a vector lattice of real-

valued functions (with pointwise operations).  In addition, there are the important

algebraic properties discovered by E. Weinberg [13] and   [14]. The setting provided

by K. Baker   [2] seems particularly attractive.  One purpose of this paper is to

show that the existent theory on free vector lattices can be efficiently developed

around the representation theorem Í1) in   [2]. Beyond that, many new results are

obtained.

The paper is divided into two parts and an appendix.   Part I is devoted to the

general theory of the free vector lattice.  The aforementioned review is carried

out, and two new results are proved: namely, that free vector lattices are charac-

teristically simple, and that each of their ideals is a cardinal sum of indecompos-

able ideals.

Part II is concerned only with finitely generated vector lattices. §3  provides

necessary preliminaries.  Let us denote the free vector lattice on  n elements (n

finite) by FVLn. A result of  §4 is that each onto endomorphism of FVLrz is one-

to-one,   while a consequence of the discussion in §5  is that there are one-to-one

endomorphisms of FVLrz that are not onto. In §6 it is proved that each maximal
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ideal of a finitely generated vector lattice is a principal ideal.  A consequence is

that a finitely generated vector lattice admitting only archimedean epimorphic

images is necessarily the cardinal sum of a finite number of copies of the real

numbers.

The appendix briefly summarizes the applicability of the preceding theory to

abelian lattice-ordered groups   ''/-groups).

The reader is referred to   [6], [8], or   [10] for the basic algebraic theory of

vector lattices and /-groups.

The letter  R will denote the real numbers.  By   "vector lattice"  we always

mean  "real vector lattice"; that is, the totally-ordered field of scalars is under-

stood to be   R.  In place of  "vector lattice homomorphism"   we shall ordinarily

write simply  "homomorphism".  This convention applies, in particular, to epi-

morphisms, isomorphisms, endomorphisms, and automorphisms.

The subset  S of a vector lattice   V generates   V if no proper vector sublat-

tice of  V contains  S.  If S generates   V, then   V = !V;A(flr| L J are finite, and

each a., is a linear combination of elements of S\.  If some finite subset of  V
ii

generates   V, then   V is  finitely generated. We emphasize that this does not, in

general, imply that   V has finite dimension as a vector space.

A  free vector lattice is a vector lattice   F with a generating subset  S such

that if a is a function from S into a vector lattice   V then   a. extends to a homo-

morphism of  F into   V.  S is then called a  free set of generators for   F.  We also

say that   F  is   free on S.  If  S is any nonempty set, then, since the class of

vector lattices is equationally definable, there exists a unique  (up to isomorphism)

vector lattice  F which is free on S.  (See [6, pp. 143—144].)

We introduce some further notation and note a few elementary, well-known

facts.   VÍX) will denote the vector lattice of all real-valued functions on the set

X with pointwise operations.  In other words, V(X) is just the cardinal product of

copies of   R  indexed by  X.

T(J) will denote the nonzero support of / £ V(X); that is,  T(/) = \x £ X|

fix)/0\. Clearly, T(/)= T(|/|), and each of  Tif + g), T(/V g), and  Tif A g) is

contained in  Tif) u Tig) if /, g £ VÍX); moreover, if /, g > 0, then  T(J + g) =

Tif) U Tig) = Tif V g) and  TÍJ A g) = Tif) O Tig). If  a is any bijection of X to

itself, then  Tif ° a'1) = a(T(/)).

If A  is a nonempty subset of  V(X), we let  TÍA) = \J\Tíf)\ f £ A\. If   V is

a vector sublattice of  VÍX), and  A and  B are ideals of  V, then  TÍA V ß) =

TÍA) u TiB) and   T(A nß) = T(/l)n T(ß). Again, these facts are both well known

and easily proved.

PART I

2.  The general theory of the free vector lattice. We begin this section by giving

necessary  and  sufficient conditions for a generating subset  S of a vector lattice
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V to be a free set of generators. These are then used to prove the main theorem.

Weinberg's important results follow as corollaries.  Finally, two new theorems

about free vector lattices are proved.

Lemma 2.1.  // V is a vector lattice, and x,, ■ • ■ , x,  e V are such that

r x, + • • • + r,x    = 0 for some real numbers  r,, • • • , r. > 0 not all 0, then

Proof.  The general case follows from the case of   V totally ordered since

every vector lattice is a subdirect sum of totally ordered vector spaces.  But if   V

is totally ordered and the hypothesis is satisfied, then at least one of the  x . must

be < 0, whence A x . < 0.

Theorem 2.2.   Let S be a generating subset of the vector lattice  V', and let

M  be the subspace of V generated by S.   V  is free on S  if and only if

(i)  c  is a vector space basis for M, and

(ii)  if x.,-■■, x,   e M and  A •_, x . < 0, then there exist real numbers r.,

' ' " ' Th - ® and not a*'*- 0 such t   x. + . . . + r.x, = 0.

Remark.  The necessity of these conditions was noted in  [4].

Proof of sufficiency. Since the class of vector lattices is equationally de-

finable, there exists a vector lattice  F which is free on S. The identity on S

extends to a vector lattice epimorphism  r¡: F —► V. We need only show  Ker r¡ = 0.

Note that the restriction of r) to the subspace   L of  F generated by S is a vector

space isomorphism by condition  (i).

Suppose  x e F and  rpc = 0. Write x = V, Ar *•• where  /, / are finite and

the x.. are in   L.  Then   V/i A , rvc.. = 0, and hence   A , rtx .. < 0 for each i e I.

Fix   z £ I.  By condition  (ii) there exist real numbers   r .. > 0 and not all  0 such

that   S. r   rjixy) = 0.  Thus   rfi'S.. r..x..) = 0,  and since the restriction of  rj to  L

is an isomorphism, we conclude   2,.r.x.. = 0.  Thus   A , x .. < 0 by Lemma 2.1 .

Hence  x = V, A,  x.   < 0.  Also, ??(- x) = 0 and so - x < 0.  Thus  x = 0, and   77 is

an isomorphism.

We turn now to the representation theorem in [2].  Our proof features the appli-

cation of an important theorem from convex geometry:  Let  A  be a finite subset

of  Rn (n finite), and let  C be the convex hull of A  in  R". Then  C can be

viewed either as the set of all convex combinations of the elements of A  or,

alternatively, as the intersection of those closed half-spaces  of  R" which con-

tain  A.

Theorem 2.3.   Let S  be a set.  For each i £ S, let n.: RS —> R  be the ith
z

coordinate projection.  The vector sublattice of V(R  ) generated by S = [n.| i e S\

is free with S   as a free set of generators.

Proof.  Condition  (i) of Theorem 2.2   is satisfied since the   n. are linearly

independent.
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Let Al be the subspace of  V(R  ) generated by S , and suppose gj, • ■ •, gk £ M

ate such that A    i ??   < 0. We wish to show there exist 0 < r. £ R not all 0 such
7 = 1   °J - -    1

that  r,gj + •■•+ T.g, = 0.  The function values for gj, ■■■, gk depend only on

those finitely many  it. that are needed to express  g j, • • • , g,   as linear combina-

tions of the   Z7..  It follows that without loss of generality we can assume   \S\ = n

is finite.

Thus there exist x,, • • • , x    £ R" such that g . = x ., the linear functional

defined by the inner product  (x. | • ). Let  C be the convex hull of jx     • • • , xA.

C is the intersection of closed half-spaces Ha~\x £ Rn\ ix\vA>ba\ for some

va e R">  ba e R-  Fix a- We have assumed A*=1 g • < 0. Thus  (x.|iza) < 0 for

some  /= 1, • • • , k. Note  x . £ Ha since x . £ C.  Thus   ba < 0, and hence  0 £ Ha.

We conclude  0 £ C,

Hence there exist  r., • • •, r, > 0 in  ß with  Sz.= l   and  £ r.x. = 0.  Thus

%r.x.= (S r.x.)   is the zero functional. Therefore, condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2

is satisfied, and the proof is complete.

Note.  The fact that condition  (ii) is satisfied in this setting has been of in-

dependent interest.  An algebraic proof was given already in  1921   by W. Carver

(Ann. of Math. 23, pp. 212—220). More recently, it has played a role in the theory of

of linear programming.

Henceforth, the vector sublattice of   VÍR   ) generated by the coordinate pro-

jections  n., i £ S, will be denoted by  FVL^). By Theorem 2.3  it is the free

vector lattice with free generating set of cardinality   |5|. We will ordinarily write

FVLzz instead of FVL(S)' when   |5| =n is finite.

Each  / £ FVL(S) can be written  /= V7A7 /•■ where   /, /  are finite and the

/.. are linear combinations of the   it., i 6 S.  The  /.. are linear and continuous
' i] t ' ' ij

since the zr. are. (We assume the usual product topology on R .) Thus / is con-

tinuous and positively homogeneous (/(rx) = r/(x) for all x £ R and 0 < r £ R).

Since / is continuous,  T(f) = \x £ R   | fix) /= 0| is an open subset of  R  .

Corollary 1.  FVL(S)  is a vector sublattice of a product of copies of R.

Corollary 1 has a number of claimants. An early result along these lines was

given by I. Amemiya (J. Fac. Sei. Hokkaido Univ. 12 (1952), 111—156). Corollaries

2—4 are due to E. Weinberg.  It seems that Corollary 5 does not, as such, appear

in the literature, although it is part of the folklore.

Corollary 2  ([14, Theorem 2] and [l]).  No disjoint subset of FVh(S)  is un-

countable.

Proof.   By definition the subset   V of  FVLCS) is  disjoint iff g A h = 0 when-

ever g, h £ Y. Hence   Tig) O T(Â) = Tig A b) = TÍO) = 0 if g, h £ Y.  Thus
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Ç
iT(/)| / £ Y\ is a pairwise disjoint collection of open subsets of  R  . Such a col-

lection is necessarily countable. (2) Thus   Y is countable. (This proof appeared

in   [2] and is included here only for completeness.)

Corollary 3 ([14, The ore m l] and [A, Theorem 3.2]).   FVL(S)  is indecom-

posable if ISI > 2.

Proof.  If 0 4 x £ R    then there exists  n., i £ S, such that tt(x) 4 0. Thus

T(FVL(5)) = \J[T(f)\ f e FVL(S)S is connected if |S| > 2. Suppose  (by way of

contradiction) that FVL(S) is the cardinal sum of nonzero ideals  A and  B.  Then

TÍA) n 7(B) = TÍA n B) = T(0) = 0, and  TÍA) u T(ß) = T(A V B) = T(FVL(S)).

Thus   T(FVL(S)) is the disjoint union of two nonempty open sets, contradicting

connectedness.

Corollary 4 ([13, Theorem 4.2]).  FVL(S) has no basic elements if  \S\ > 2.

Proof.   By definition  b > 0 is   basic iff the set of all x such that  0 < x < b

is totally ordered.   It is known that in an archimedean vector lattice, the ideal

generated by a basic element is a copy of R, and, moreover, a cardinal summand

[8, Proposition 2.10 and Theorem 3.1]. Hence it follows from Corollary 3 that

FVL(S) has no basic elements if   |S| >2.

It has long been known that the free vector lattice on one element is the car-

dinal sum of two copies of  R. Thus Corollaries  3  and 4 fail if   |5| = 1.

By an  open cone in R" we mean an open subset  U of  R" such that x e U

and  0 < t e R  imply  rx e U.

Corollary 5.   Let X  be a set, and let W  be the vector subhttice of V(X) gen-

erated by gx, ■ ■ ■ , g  .   If each nonempty open cone in R"   has nonempty intersec-

tion with  K = [igxix), ■ ■ ■ , g (x))\ x e X\, then gx, ■ ■ ■ , g    freely generate  W.

Proof. Define a: X —► K by   a(x) = (gx(x), ■ • • , g  ix)), and let  a.; FVLrz —»

V(X) be given by  a(/) = / o a. Then   a is a vector lattice homomorphism. Suppose

a(f) = 0. Then / ° a(x) = 0 for all x e X, and hence f (k) = 0 for all k £ K. Thus

f(rk) = rfik) = 0 for all  k £ K and  0 < r £ R. We conclude from the continuity of

/, and the fact that the set  [rk\ k £ K, 0 < r e R\ is dense in   R", that / = 0.  Thus

a is one-to-one. Finally, a(n\)(x) = n. ° a(x) = 77 igxix), ■ ■ ■ , g  ix). Thus   a(r7.) =

g ., and the g . freely generate  Im a = W.

Remark 1.  The condition that each nonempty cone in  R" intersect  K is

also necessary.   This follows from the arguments in  §4.

Remark 2. The corollary can be formulated for the infinite generator case

(2) K. Ross and A. Stone, Amer. Math. Monthly 71 (1964), 398-403.
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as follows: Let W be the vector sublattice of ViX) generated by elements \g J

ae A|. If the set \irgaix))aeA | x £ X, 0 <r £ R\ is dense in RA, then the ga

freely generate   W.

Remark 3.  The question of whether the free vector lattice on continuously

many free generators can be represented as real sequences  (indexed by the in-

tegers) has been of some interest  [13, p. 221, line l]. It is known that  R    con-

tains a countable dense subset iff   \S\ < c, the cardinality of the continuum. (3)

Hence  FVL(S) can be represented as real sequences whenever   |5| < c.

We turn now to further properties of FVL(S). There are well-known examples

of vector lattices that do not decompose into indecomposable summands.

Theorem 2.4.  Each ideal of FVL(S)  is the cardinal sum of indecomposable

ideals of FVL(S).

Proof. Let A be an ideal of FVL(S), and let \Cy k £ K\ be the set of all

topological components of 7"(A). Let A, = \g £ A\ T(g) C C, \. Then A, is an

ideal of FVL(S).

If 0 < g e A, then g has an expression g = Vz A/ (/,•• V 0) where  / and  /

are finite and the  /..: R    —► R ate linear.  For each  i £ I let g. = A,(/¡•• V 0).

Then 0 < g. < g, and hence  g. £ A. Moreover, Tig.) = C\jTif    V 0). Each

Tif.. V 0) is convex since  /.. is linear, and hence each   Tig.) is convex and,

in particular, connected.  Hence for each   i £ I there is some   k £ K such that

TC§¿) Ç Ck.  Thus  g . e Ay and hence g = V, g¿ e VK ^z,-

Clearly  T(Afe) C Cfe.  Let x e Cfc. Then x e T(g) for some  0 < g £ A. Write

ë = V   g ■ as in the preceding paragraph.  Then   T(g) =  Uf Tig.). Hence  x £

Tig;) Ç Ck for some   z e /. Now g . £ Afe and x 6 TiAyX. Thus   T(A^) = Cfe, and

since  C,   is connected, A,   is indecomposable.

Finally, if  k1 ¿ k2, then  T(A^n Ay) = T(A^) n HA^) = CkinCk2= 0.

Thus the  A,   are pairwise disjoint, and for vector lattices this is enough for their

sum to be direct. We have shown that A  is the cardinal sum of the indecompos-

able ideals  A,.

We seek information about the automorphisms of FVL/.S). We begin with the

following two lemmas in which there is a finiteness restriction.

Lemma 2.5.  Suppose  a: R" —, R" in finite) is a vector space isomorphism,

and let f £ FVLzz.  Then f° a'1 £ FVLzz, azzri T(/°a_1)= a(T(/)).  The map

a*: FVLzz —► FVLzz defined by  a*(/) = / o a- l   is a vector lattice automorphism.

Proof. Write /= V/A r/,-■ where   /, / are finite and the  f..: R" —» R ate

linear.  Then f ° a'1 = V,Aj(/¿-° a-1 ), a routine verification, and the  f{. ° a"

(3) K. Ross and A. Stone, op. cit.
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are linear. Since   rz is finite, the  /.. ° a       are in the subspace of  FVLrz gen-

erated by the coordinate projections.  Hence  f ° a~     is in  FVL«.  The remainder

of the proof is quite elementary and is omitted here.

Lemma 2.6.   Let  0 / / £ FVLrz.   There exist a finite number of automorphisms

o~x, ■ ■ ■ , o,   of FVLrz and a positive integer m such that  \n.\ <mi\aJ\ + • • ■ + \a,f\).

Proof.  Let 0 4 z £ T(/). Suppose  y £ S""1, the unit sphere in  R". There

exists a vector space isomorphism  a : R" —> R" suchthat a (z) = y.  The sets

Tía*f), y £ Sn~  , cover S"~  . Hence there exist a finite number of automor-

phisms  ffj, • ■ • , o\   of FVLzz, where each  o. is some  a*, such that S"-   C

T(ctj/) U • • • U Tiakf) = T(|cr x/ | + • . . + |ofe/|). By the compactness of Sn~

there is an integer  rzz such that   |?7j|(x)< rrz(|Oj/| + • • • + |ofe/|)(x) for all

x £ S"~   .  Since the elements of  FVLrz are positively homogeneous, the preced-

ing inequality actually holds for all x £ R".

An ideal of a vector lattice   V is  characteristic iff it is invariant under all

automorphisms of   V.  If the only characteristic ideals of   V are the zero ideal and

V itself, then  V is said to be  characteristically simple.

Theorem 2.7.  FVL(5)  is characteristically simple.

Proof.  Suppose  A   is a nonzero characteristic ideal of FVL(S).  Since each

permutation of the free generators of FVL(S) induces an automorphism of FVL(S),

if one of the free generators   n. is in  A, then they all are, whence  A = FVL(S).

Let 0 4 f e A.  Let  17,, • • • , n    be the finitely many projections occurring in

some expression for / in terms of the free generators   77..  The vector sublattice

W of FVL(S) generated by  nx, ■ ■ ■ , n    is isomorphic to FVLrz.  By Lemma 2.6

there exist automorphisms   ax, ■ ■ ■ , o,  of  W such that   |t7.| < mi\o. f\ + ... + \o, f\).

For  each   /' =  1,  •■•   , k   let   r.   be   the   autormorphism   of FVL(S)   such   that

r.•("■,■) = CT,'(,7Z) if   z = 1, • • • , «, and   r.(r7¿) = nj otherwise. Since  A  is characteris-

tic, each  t if) is in A. Thus  mi\r f I + ... + W f \) £ A.  But r.(/) = a.if). Hence
I 1 K J J

77, £ A.  Thus  A = FVL(5), and the theorem is proved.

PART II

3.   Preliminaries.  In Part II we shall be concerned exclusively with finitely

generated vector lattices. The present section is devoted to reviewing the

machinery that will be employed in the subsequent sections.

We recall from  §2 that the members of FVLrz are functions  /: R" —» R where

/ =   V,Aj/¿; (pointwise) and the f..: R" —> R are linear. The members are, in

particular,  continuous and positively homogeneous. Since / is positively homo-

geneous, its  values on any ray from the origin in  Rn are just positive scalar
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multiples of its value at any single point  (/ 0) on the ray.  In particular,  FVLzz is

isomorphic to the vector lattice obtained by restricting each element of  FVLzz to

rhe unit sphere  Sn~     in  R". We will make this identification.  FVLzz is thus a

vector sublattice of the vector lattice  C(S"~  ) of all continuous real-valued func-

C71 — 1tions on  S

For the remainder of this section, X (with or without subscripts) denotes a

compact Hausdorff space. Much of the classical maximal ideal theory of C(X) is

retained by vector sublattices of  C(X) having enough members.  We review a por-

tion of this theory under the standing assumption that   I7 is a vector sublattice of

C(X) such that the open sets  Tif), f £   V, form a base for the topology of X.

For x £ X we define   <f>x: V —»R  by  ^JJ) = /(*)• <f>x is a vector lattice epi-

morphism, and hence  Ker </>   =\f £ V\ fix) = 0| is a maximal ideal of  V.  In this

way distinct points of  X determine distinct maximal ideals of   V. We will write

Mx = Ker <f>x.  If A  is an ideal of  V and  TÍA) = X, then A = V.  Thus the ideals

M  ,  x £ X, are the only maximal ideals of  V,

Lemma 3.1.   For an ideal A   of V, the following are equivalent:

(1) T(f)C TÍA)   implies   f £ A.

(2) A   is an intersection of maximal ideals of V.

(3) V/A   is a subdirect sum of copies of R.

(A)  V/A   is archimedean.

Abbreviated proof. (2) equivalent to (3), and (3) implies (4) are always true

for vector lattices. (4) implies (3) since V has a strong unit. Assume (1). Then

A = n.AlJ x £ x\t(A)\. Finally, assume (2). Then A = Ç\\Mx \x £ K\ fot some

subset K of X, If Tif) Ç TiMx), then /(*) = 0 and thus / £ M x. Hence, if T(f)C

TÍA), then / e A.

Lemma 3.2.  Suppose A   is an ideal of V such that  V/A   is archimedian.   Let

K = X\TÍA).  Then  V/A   is isomorphic to the vector lattice  W = {/|    | f £ V\  of

restrictions of the members of V to  K,

Proof. The map restricting /to f\K is a vector lattice homomorphism whose

kernel, by Lemma 3-1, is  A.

The reader is referred to [6] for more details and for a proof of the following

lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose V. and VL are vector sublattices of C(X.) azza" C(X?),

respectively, and suppose a is an isomorphism of V. onto V.. Define <x(x,) = x

if and only if  a(M     ) = M     .   Then  a  is a homeomorphism of X,   onto X?,

We return to the case of  FVLzz.  The next two lemmas, due to K. Baker, are

crucially important.
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Lemma 3.4 [2, Lemma 3.2]. The sets  T(f), f £ FVLrz, form a base for the

topology of  S"~  .

Lemma 3.5 [2, Lemma 3-3]. // /, g e FVLn and T(f)Ç Tig), then  \f \ < m\g\

for some positive integer m.  In other words, if T(f) Ç Tig) then f is in the prin-

cipal ideal (g) of FVLrz generated by g.

Remarks.   Our statements of the last two lemmas above are somewhat weaker

than the original versions.  However, they are adequate for our purposes, and avoid

the introduction of geometric terminology. It can be said that the arguments in

[2] are primarily geometrical in nature, based on certain linearity properties of the

elements of FVLrz, while the arguments in the present paper are mostly topologi-

cal.

We conclude these preliminaries with one final lemma. There are, of course,

elements  / £ FVLrz such that  T(f) = Sn~      For instance, / = \irx | V • • • V \ir  \.

The following is more interesting.

Lemma 3.6.   If x £ Sn~  , then there exists g £ FVLrz such that  Tig) =

Sn-X\[x\.

Proof.  Let /= |z7j| v k2| V •■•V \*n_x\ V - V Then  Tif) = Sn~x\[z\

where  z = (0, . • •, 0, 1). Let x £ S"'1, and let  a: R" —► Rn be an orthogonal

vector space isomorphism such that  az = x.  Take  g = / ° a~   .  By Lemma 2.5 we

have  g e FVLn, and, moreover, Tig) = aT(f)= aS"-x\\az\ = 5"_1\!x¡.

4. Maximal ideal theory applied to FVLrz. Sn~   is, of course, a compact con-

nected metric space. A deeper property of spheres is expressed in the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.1.   Suppose  G and H are homeomorphic subsets of Sn~ , and G  is

an open subset of S"~  .   Then(^) H  is an open subset of S"~  .

Theorem 4.2.  // A  ¿s a nonzero ideal of FVLn, then FVLn and FVLrz/A are

not isomorphic.

Proof. Suppose  (by way of contradiction) that FVLrz/A  is isomorphic to

FVLrz.  By Lemma 3.2 we can consider FVLrz/A  to be the vector lattice  W of

restrictions of elements in FVLw to K = Sn~x\T(A). The sets   T(f), f e FVLn,

form a base for the topology of S"~  , and hence the sets   Tig), g £ W, form a base

for   K. By Lemma 3.3 we conclude   K is homeomorphic to S"~x.   K is a closed

subset of S"~x, and by Lemma 4.1, K is also open. Clearly, K 4 0- Since  S"~x

is connected, we conclude   K = Sn~ . Thus   TÍA) = 0, contradicting the fact that

A 4 0.

(4) J. Hocking and G. Young, Topology, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1961, p. 277.
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Theorem 4.3.   Let  T be a generating subset of FVLzz.   T  is a set of free

generators if and only if  \T\ = n.

Proof. Suppose   \T\ = n.   Let  r¡: FVLzz —> FVLzz be an epimorphism carrying

the free generators of FVLzz onto  T.  Then FVLzz/Ker r¡ is isomorphic to FVLzz.

We conclude from Theorem 4.2 that  Ker r¡ = 0. Hence   rj is an isomorphism, and

thus   T is a free set of generators.

The converse has been proved by Weinberg  [13, Theorem 2.13].

For example, the elements  Z7,  and 2zr2 V Z72 generate  FVL2 since zr, =

(2772 V Z72) A 1AÍ2n2 V 77 A. Thus they are free generators. Unlike the automor-

phisms constructed in Lemma 2.5, the automorphism of FVL2  taking  n^ to zTj

and   Z72  to 2zr? V zr, does not leave invariant the subspace of  FVL2  generated

by  zT,   and   Z72.

Note.  Theorem 4.3  can be used to answer in the finitely generated case the

question raised in the first paragraph of p. 222 of   [14].  Indeed, if  D  is a finitely

generated distributive lattice, then the   "free vector lattice over  D"  is a free

vector lattice if and only if  D  is free in the category of distributive lattices.

Another application of Theorem 4.3 occurs in the next section.

By Theorem 2.7, FVLzz is characteristically simple. Although there exist

other finitely generated characteristically simple vector lattices, there is an

important class of epimorphic images of FVLzz in which this never happens.

If  y is a nonempty subset of a vector lattice  V, we let   Y   =\x £ V\

\x\ A \y\ = 0 for all y £ Y\.  Y'is an ideal of  V, called the  polar of   Y in  V.

Theorem 4.4.   If A = Y    is a polar in FVL«, azzii FVLzz/A   is characteristic-

ally simple, then A = 0  or A = FVLzz.

Proof.  FVLzz/A  is archimedean since  A  is a polar and  FVLzz is archimedean

[9, Lemma 3.3].  Let   K = 5"_1\T(A), and let   V = \f\k \f £ FVLn\. By Lemma

3.2, FVLn/A  is isomorphic to  V, and hence   V is characteristically simple. Let

C = \M   | x is a boundary point of   K and  Al     is the maximal ideal of   V associ-

ated with xj, and let  / = I I C. Suppose   a is an automorphism of FVLzz with

inverse  ß. Form  ci  and  ß as in Lemma 3-3, and note   a   and  ß are inverses.

Suppose  z  is an interior point of  K.  Let   U C K be an open subset of Sn~

containing z.  By Lemma 4.1, 0.(1/) is an open subset of Sn~  ; moreover, ct((7) C

aiK) = K. Thus   &(z) is an interior point of  K.

Let / £ ], and let x be a boundary point of  K.  ßix) cannot be an interior

point of   K, tot if it were, then by the preceding paragraph   a(ßix)) = x would be

also.   Thus  ßix) is a boundary point of  K.  Therefore  Mß,x) € C, and / £ ^ß,x) =

j8(Al  ).   Thus   af £ M  .  Hence   /  is a characteristic ideal of  V, and so / = V or

/ = o.
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If ] = V, then  K has no boundary points. Hence   K = Sn~    and then A = 0;

or  K = 0 and then  TÍA) = S"~X, whence  A = FVLrz.

Now suppose  / = 0.  Let y e Y. Then, for all / e A we have   \y\ A \f | = 0,

and hence   T(y) ilT(/)= 0. Thus   T(y) O TÍA) = 0, and therefore  T(y) C K.  Let

g = y|       Then  Tig) = T(y) is an open subset of S"~    contained in  K.  Thus

Tig) contains no boundary points of  K. Hence  g £ M    for each M    £ C.  Thus

g e }, and so g = 0. Since   Tig) = Tiy) we conclude y = 0. Thus   Y = i0|, and

hence  A = FVLrz.

5.  An example.  Let  E be the vector sublattice of  V(R) generated by the

functions  g(x) = x and the constant function 1.  The mapping t defined by rig) =

g and  r(l) = - 1 does not extend to a vector lattice homomorphism of E into  E

since  1 > 0 and  7(1) < 0. Thus  1 and g are not free generators, and it follows

from Theorem 4.3  that

(1) E is not isomorphic to FVL2.

It was stated in  [1 ] that  E is a copy of FVL2. In correspondence with

Professor Amemiya, he has acknowledged this was an error. He pointed out, how-

ever, that the vector sublattice of E generated by a - g \J Í- g - 2) and   b =

ig - 1) V (- g - 1) is free with a and  b as free generators.  Indeed, one easily

verifies that the condition in Corollary 5 to Theorem 2.3 is satisfied. We con-

clude

(2) E contains a copy of FVL2.

Next we prove

(3) E is isomorphic to FVL2/()72 A 0)  where   (?72 A 0) is the ideal of

FVL2  generated by  77, A 0.

Proof.  Let  o: FVL2 —»E be the unique epimorphism such that  o\nA = g

and   o<772) = 1.  We note that  o\-n 2 A 0) = o<772) A 0 = 1 A 0 = 0 and thus   (?72 A 0)

C Ker a. Suppose / £ Ker a. We will show  T(f) C Tin2 A 0), for then by Lemma

3-5 we conclude / £ {tt2 A 0). Note that  T(772 A 0) is the open lower half of the

unit circle  S  . We distinguish three types of open intervals of S  , namely,

(i) intervals that are subsets of the first quadrant of the plane,

(ii) intervals that are subsets of the second quadrant of the plane, and

(iii) intervals that are subsets of the upper-half-plane and contain the point

(0, 1).

Intervals of types   (i), (ii), and  (iii) are, respectively, the nonzero supports

of functions of types

(i)   h =  ((77,   - 7772)  V 0)   A ((- 77,   + S772)  V  0),   0 < 7 < S   £   R,

(Ü)   h =  ((t7j   + 7772)   V  0)  A  ((- 77 j   -S772) V   0),   0<S<Z£   R,

(iii)   h  =  ((771   + 7772) V   0) A   ((- 77,   + S772 )  V  0),   0 < S,   7   £   R.

One readily verifies that for h of each of these types we have  o(h) > 0.
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Suppose   Tif) <£ T(î72 A 0). Then  Tif) contains some point in the open upper

half plane, and hence   Tif) contains an interval of type  (i), (ii), or  (iii); that is,

Tih) C T(J) tot some   h of type  (i), (ii), or  (iii).   By Lemma 3-5  h is in the ideal

of FVL2 generated by /, and thus  h £ Ker a, a contradiction. Thus  T(/)C

TÍ772 A 0) must hold, and hence  / £ (zr2 A 0).

Thus  E =Im a Sa FVL2/Ker ct=FVL2/(z72 A 0).

(A) E is isomorphic to a vector sublattice of FVL2.

Proof.    Let r:   FVL2 —> FVL2   be the homomorphism   such   that   r(»7,) =

n-j   and   ¡-(z72) = zr2 V 0.   r(zr2 A 0) = rirrA A  0 = (zr2 V 0) A 0 =  0.   Thus

(zt2 A 0) C Ker r. If x is any point in the top half of the plane, then  zt2(x) =

(z72 V 0)(x); thus   Z7j(x) = (-(tí-jM*) and   zt2(x) = r(z72) (x), and hence  /(x) = r(/) (x)

for all / £ FVL2. Thus if / e Ker r, then  Tif) C T(?r2 A 0), and hence / £

<zt2 A 0). Therefore (rr2 A 0) = Ker r. Now  F Si FVL2/(zr2 A 0) S Im r. Thus

F is isomorphic to a vector sublattice of FVL2.

Now, combining  (1), (2), and  (4) we obtain

(5) E is isomorphic to a vector sublattice of FVL2, and FVL2  is isomor-

phic to a vector sublattice of  E, but E and  FVL2  are not isomorphic.

In particular, we have

(6) FVL2 properly contains a copy of itself.

Finally, we note that the endomorphism r in the proof of (A) is, in fact,

idempotent since it is idempotent on the generators   77,   and   zz2.  The image of any

idempotent endomorphism of a free vector lattice is a projective vector lattice

[12]. We conclude

(7) E is a projective vector lattice.

6. Maximal ideals in finitely generated vector lattices. An ideal  P (/= V) of

a vector lattice   V is called   prime if x, y £ V and  x A y £ P imply x £ P or

y £ P.  Numerous equivalent conditions are known   [8, Theorem 1.7], among which

we mention that the ideals of  V containing   P form a chain.  In particular, every

maximal ideal of  V is prime.

Theorem 6.1.  The maximal ideals of FVLzz are precisely those ideals which

are both prime and principal.

Proof. Suppose  M is a maximal ideal of FVLzz.  From the discussion in §3

we know M = M   = [f £ FVLn| f (x) = 0} fot some point x £ Sn~  .  By Lemma

3.6 there exists  g £ FVLzz such that  Tig) = S""^!*} = TiMx). Clearly g £ Mx.

On the other hand, if / e Mx then  T(f)C T(A1x) = Tig), and by Lemma 3.5, / £

(g).  Thus  M = (g).

Conversely, suppose   P is a principal prime ideal in FVLzz. Because   P is

principal, Lemmas 3-5 and 3-1 imply that  P = flfM   | x £ K\ fot some subset  K
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of S"-1. Thus  T(P)C  C\x€KTiMx)=  nxeK5"-1\.*!- « *ia"d %2 are distinct

points of S"-X\TÍP), then by Lemma 3.4 there exist  0 < /,, f2 £ FVLn such

that xx e Tifx), x2 e T(/2),and  T{fAn T(/2)=0; hence  /, A f2 = 0 e P but

neither /,   nor  f2  is in   P, contradicting the assumption that   P is prime.  Thus

S"~   \TiP) is a singleton, and hence  K is also. Thus   P is a maximal ideal.

Corollary.   // Al   is a maximal ideal of a finitely generated vector lattice  V,

then M  is a principal ideal of V.

Proof. Since   V is finitely generated, there exists an epimorphism v:

FVLrz —> V for some  rz.  v~   (Al) is a maximal ideal of FVLrz and hence is princi-

pal.  Thus  M is principal.

Remark. With the aid of  [2, Theorem 5.1 ] Theorem 6.1   can be proved for all

finitely generated projective vector lattices.

There was a time when the phenomenon of an archimedean vector lattice  ad-

mitting a nonarchimedean epimorphic image was thought bizarre. It is now widely

known that quite the contrary is true.  (Indeed, the free vector lattices are archi-

medean.)   The following result, which can also be obtained from the theory in

13], is interesting.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose the vector lattice  V  is finitely generated (as a vector

lattice) and archimedean.   The following are then equivalent,

(1) Each epimorphic image of V  is archimedean.

(2) V has only a finite number of maximal ideals.

(3) V  is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of a finite number of copies of R.

Proof.  (1) implies (2).  If  V has an rz element generating set, then by Lemma

3.2 we can without loss of generality assume that  V = \f \   \f e FVLtz¡ for some

closed subset   K of  Sn~   .  The sets   Tig), g e V, form a base for the topology of

K since the sets   T(f), f e FVLn, form a base for Sn~~  . Hence there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the maximal ideals of   V and the points of  K.  Our

task is to show that   K is finite.

If  (by way of contradiction)  K is infinite, then since   K is compact it con-

tains a limit point of itself, say  x.   rv\ixj is not compact.  Hence there is a col-

lection of sets   Tig   ), y e C,  g     e V, which is a covering of   rv\jx| that admits

no finite subcover.  Let A= [g e V\ there exist finitely many gy , say g     , ■ ■ ■ ,

gy , such that  Tig) C  IT, Tig., )|. A is an ideal of  V and  T(A) = K\\x\.

By hypothesis   V/A  is archimedean. Hence by Lemma 3.1, A  is an intersec-

tion of maximal ideals of  V, and since   K\TiA) = jxj, a singleton, we conclude

that A  is itself maximal.  By the corollary to Theorem 6.1, A  is a principal ideal

of  V, generated by, say, h e V. Hence there exist gy  , ■ ■ • , gy   such that
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TÍA) = Tib) Ç Tigy) U . . . u Tigy) C TÍA).

Thus   TÍA) = Tig     ) U • • • u Tig    ), contradicting the fact that the covering
' 1  , ' r

{Tig   ), y £ C\ of  K\lx} admits no finite subcover.

We conclude that  K is finite, and hence that  V has only a finite number of

maximal ideals.

(2) implies (3). Since V is finitely generated, V has a strong unit. The

intersection of the maximal ideals in an archimedean vector lattice with strong

unit is always 0.  Let AL , ■ ■ • , zM   be the maximal ideals of  V. Define  cf>:

V —» nV/AL by  <b(x) = (x + M   , ■ ■ ■ , x + M^). cb is a monomorphism since the

maximal ideals have intersection 0.  By the Chinese Remainder Theorem (for vec-

tor lattices), r/> is also an epimorphism. Each  V/A1. is a copy of  R  since  M. is

maximal in  V.

(3) implies (1). This is well known.

APPENDIX

7. Abelian lattice-ordered groups.  P. Conrad has proved   [7, Corollary II]

that the /-subgroup of FVL(S) generated by the coordinate projections  zr.,   i £ S,

is the free abelian /-group FLG(S) on   \S\ free generators.  It is to be expected,

then, that the abelian /-group analogues to the vector lattice results in the pre-

ceding sections will generally hold.  This being the case, it is the exceptions

that are more interesting.

There exist finitely generated abelian /-groups possesing maximal ideals that

are not principal (although it is the case that principal prime ideals of FLGzz are

maximal).  As a rather simple example, let  G be the /-subgroup of   V(R) generated

by the constant function 1 and the function g(x) = x. Choose an irrational number

z.  The map  cf>: G —> R by   </>(/) = fiz) is an /-group homomorphism. Ker  </> is

hence a maximal ideal of  G; moreover, T(Ker cf>) = R\\z\. There is no element

f  £ G with   Tif) = R\\z\, and hence Ker </> is not a principal ideal of  G.

The  application of Theorem 6.1 in the proof of Theorem 6.2 is crucial.  An

example is given in  [5] of a finitely generated /-group that is not an /-subgroup

of any product of a finite number of copies of  R, but which, nonetheless, admits

only archimedean epimorphic images.

The difficulties can be traced to the failure of FLG« to contain the set of all

linear functionals  R" —► R. Thus the construction of automorphisms in Lemma

1.4 cannot be carried for FLGzz without some amendment. As it turns out, it can

still be proved that free abelian /-groups are characteristically simple. However,

Lemma 3-6 fails for FLGzz.
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For all results excepting those specifically mentioned above; the arguments

presented in this paper for vector lattices apply equally well to abelian /-groups.
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